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Abstract. Two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) imaging of the cellular cofactors nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and oxidized flavin adenine dinucleotide is widely used to measure cellular metabolism, both in normal and pathological cells and tissues. When dual-wavelength excitation is used, ratiometric TPEF imaging of the intrinsic cofactor fluorescence provides a metabolic index of cells—the “optical redox ratio” (ORR). With increased interest in understanding and controlling cellular metabolism in cancer, there is a need to evaluate the performance of ORR in malignant cells. We compare TPEF metabolic imaging with Seahorse flux analysis of cellular oxygen consumption in two different breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and MDA-MB-231). We monitor metabolic index in living cells under both normal culture conditions and, for MCF-7, in response to cell respiration inhibitors and uncouplers. We observe a significant correlation between the TPEF-derived ORR and the flux analyzer measurements (R = 0.7901, p < 0.001). Our results confirm that the ORR is a valid dynamic index of cell metabolism under a range of oxygen consumption conditions relevant for cancer imaging. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Redistribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.21.6.060503]
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Two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) microscopy is widely used to quantify cellular metabolism by assessing the intrinsic fluorescence originating from two fluorescent cofactors: reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and oxidized flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD+). Because of their role in mitochondrial electron transport, their relative fluorescence intensity, defined as the “optical redox ratio (ORR),” can be used to estimate the contribution of oxidative phosphorylation versus glycolysis in cellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production. Since the first publication by Chance et al., the ORR has been used in a broad range of applications spanning from cancer detection and diagnosis to predicting drug response to monitoring cellular function and stem cell differentiation. Unlike comparative quantitative techniques with which the cells have to be lysed, TPEF microscopy provides a nondestructive, real-time, and label-free method for quantifying cellular metabolism. It enables the spatial mapping of metabolic rate at the submicrometer scale with minimum interruption of normal cell function.

However, quantifying and interpreting the ORR is challenging. The measured fluorescence intensity overlaps with the emission of additional fluorophores. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate and NADH, in particular, have similar excitation and emission spectra and cannot be differentiated easily. Moreover, the fluorescence quantum yields of NADH and FAD+ are affected by their binding state to other metabolic enzymes. In order to test the robustness of the ORR for measuring cell metabolism, a number of studies have attempted to validate the correlation between ORR and the oxygen–reduction ratio of NAD+/NADH. Among them, Quinn et al. used liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry and found that while the fluorescence intensities of FAD+ and NADH are not correlated with their actual intracellular concentrations, the ORR is significantly correlated with NAD+/NADH. However, no work has been reported to evaluate the stability and accuracy of ORR in living, dynamic biological samples.

In this work, we use TPEF to measure ORR in living MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells under normal culture conditions and in MCF-7 breast cancer cells to dynamically measure metabolic changes in response to a series of mitochondrial inhibitors and uncouplers [oligomycin, carbonyl cyanide-4-phenylhydrozone (FCCP) and rotenone/antimycin A]. The ORR, defined as FAD+/NADH + FAD+, was calculated from dual-wavelength excitation TPEF images, as discussed below. The ORR reflects the joint effects of oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis on cellular metabolism. Higher ORR values indicate that cells are more oxidative, whereas lower ORR values reflect greater glycolytic metabolism. TPEF results were compared with seahorse flux analysis (Seahorse XF24, Seahorse Bioscience) of the cellular oxygen consumption and proton production rates (OCR and PPR, respectively). Seahorse flux analysis is a standard metric that probes average cell oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis rates separately. To compare the results from the seahorse flux analyzer to the ORR, we used a normalized oxygen consumption rate (defined as n-OCR = OCR/PPR), which evaluates the ratio between oxidative phosphorylation and glycolysis.

MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7 breast cancer cells were cultured in stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium flex medium (A2949301, Life Technologies) supplemented with 6-mM glucose, 0.85-mM L-arginine, 0.6-mM L-lysine, 5% fetal bovine serum, and 1% glutaMAX (35050-061, Life Technologies). Cells were detached from plates using 2% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
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in 1× phosphate-buffered saline, counted with a hemocytometer, and then plated 16 h prior to experiment. We plated 80,000 cells/well in XF24 cell culture microplates (#V7-PS, Seahorse Bioscience) for seahorse analysis and 50,000 cells/dish on imaging dishes (fd35-100, World Precision Instrument) for ORR measurements. An hour ahead of the seahorse experiment, cells were washed twice with 1 mL of XF base medium (#102353-100, Seahorse Bioscience) before adding 450-μL XF complete medium (base medium + 25-mM glucose + 2-mM glutamine + 1-mM sodium pyruvate) and incubated at 37°C with 0% CO₂. Standard protocols for seahorse flux assay calibration and analysis were employed. All seahorse flux data were normalized to total protein content measured by bicinechonic acid assay (#23225, Thermo Scientific) at the end of the experiment, assuming tight correlation between the protein content and cell numbers per well. The ORR of the cancer cells was measured with a commercial Zeiss LSM510 microscope equipped with a tunable ultrafast laser source (Chameleon, Coherent Inc.). In each dish, three locations were randomly selected and imaged. The fluorescence of NADH (excited at 740 nm and collected at 480 ± 50 nm) and FAD⁺ (excited at 900 nm and collected at 530 ± 50 nm) was excited and collected in the epi-direction sequentially. Two imaging dishes were prepared for each cell line. We used 1-μM oligomycin, FCCP, and antimycin A/rotenone in sequence on live MCF-7 cells and studied the dynamic changes of cell metabolism by the ORR and seahorse flux analysis on individual cell lines employing the same protocol. Both ORR and n-OCR were acquired every 5 min for a total of 10 measurements in 45 min. Following baseline measurements (T = 0), oligomycin was added and three measurements were performed (T = 5, 10, and 15). FCCP and antimycin A/rotenone were added in a similar manner, right after T = 15 and at T = 30, respectively, and following completion of three ORR/n-OCR measurements. Identical image planes and constant laser power were maintained for all measurements. We used a freshly prepared fluorescein solution (0.02 μM at pH 7) as a reference sample for calibrating all measurements. The image intensities were adjusted based on the fluorescein reference images and analyzed with ImageJ. The region of the cytoplasm of each cell was manually selected to calculate the ORR and compared with the n-OCR measured by flux analyzer. For statistical analysis, we included the data from 12 wells for the flux analyzer (~50,000 cells/well and three experiments for each cell line) and 25 cells for ORR.

Figure 1 shows typical images of NADH (1a) and FAD⁺ (1b) of MDA-MB-231 cells in the same field. Average intensities within the cytoplasm region of interest (ROI) were used to calculate the ORR. Both seahorse flux analyzer (n-OCR) and ORR showed higher oxidative phosphorylation rates for MDA-MB-231 cells versus MCF-7 cells [tested with two-tailed analysis of variance (ANOVA), p < 0.05] [Fig. 1(c)]. Similar observations for these two cell lines were reported by Walsh et al. Differences in ORR are likely due to the cancer phenotype; highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 cells have relatively high mitochondrial biogenesis and oxidative phosphorylation rates mediated by PGC-1α.

Figure 2 shows the metabolic response of MCF-7 cells to the mitochondrial inhibitors and uncouplers measured by both TPEF and seahorse flux analysis on the same day. The ORR changes are similar to the n-OCR ratio measured independently with seahorse experiments. After adding oligomycin, the cell mitochondrial proton channels are blocked and energy is provided primarily by glycolysis. The inhibition of oxidative phosphorylation is reflected by the substantial reduction in n-OCR and ORR. The subsequent addition of FCCP uncouples ATP synthesis from electron transport and recovers the cells from the effects of oligomycin. Both n-OCR and ORR return to values that are close to baseline. Finally, rotenone/antimycin A was added to stop the passing of protons to coenzyme Q, completely shutting down oxidative phosphorylation and dropping
n-OCR and ORR to their lowest levels. Similar results were observed in three independent experiments that were carried out on different days.

To evaluate the correlation between the ORR and n-OCR, we analyzed the data acquired from measurements of two cell lines under both static (Fig. 2) and dynamic (Fig. 3) conditions and evaluated it using a linear regression model (Fig. 4). Elevated ORR values are correlated with higher cellular n-OCR. Under these conditions, we expect that the relative contribution of oxidative phosphorylation to cellular energy production is higher than that of glycolysis. A decrease of ORR implies a metabolic shift from oxidative phosphorylation toward aerobic glycolysis in cancer cells. In our experiments, pure anaerobic glycolysis under rotenone/antimycin A treated condition is accompanied by the lowest n-OCR and ORR. The overall correlation is highly significant ($R = 0.7901, p < 0.001$).

In summary, we demonstrate that the ORR derived from dual-wavelength TPEF of intrinsic NADH and FAD$^+$ cofactors strongly correlates with Seahorse flux analysis of the cellular metabolic rate of oxygen consumption. Our results, obtained from two different breast cancer cell lines under both static conditions and dynamic perturbations of mitochondrial function, suggest that the ORR is a simple yet robust imaging index of cancer cell metabolism that can be used across a broad range of oxygen consumption conditions.
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